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Make time for the things
that matter MOST!









The QuickStart Weekly Planning Guide will show you how to use the power of rhythm to keep everything in order and help everyone THRIVE!










GET MY FREE GUIDE NOW


















Need creative ways to keep kids busy?




We can help with that. Here’s what to do next:
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Supplement learning at home or in the classroom with arts, crafts, and activities that nurture the head, heart, hands--and spirit. Join the Rhythms of PLAY CLUB! 
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Need help right away? Look through our arts & crafts, seasonal ideas, and kid’s activities, for tutorials and inspiration. We are constantly adding new project ideas for kids (and adults) and easy ways to support learning in nature. 
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Visit the Rhythms of Play Learning Center. You'll find a wealth of educational resources you can use to help children learn through play, all day--winter, spring, summer and fall!






























In case we haven’t met outside with the kids…









I’m Nell—teacher, coach, therapist, and retired superhero turned mom.




My goal is to make parenting, educating children, and life, in general, a bit less chaotic and a lot more fun–hence the name Rhythms of Play.




In music, rhythm is the framework that organizes notes into a harmonious whole. Rhythm is also one of the twelve universal laws–the natural ebb and flow that keeps our hearts beating, our breath moving in and out, the sun rising and setting, and the seasons changing year after year.




We can also use rhythm to manage the to-do list, build healthy habits, achieve goals, and care for and educate children. Let me show you how to use the power of rhythm to plan your week–so you have more time to enjoy life! Learn More…







GET YOUR FREE GUIDE










JOIN THE PLAY CLUB













VISIT THE LEARNING CENTER










ORGANIZING LIFE WITH KIDS
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Looking for something?









Which Rabbit Hole Will You Choose Today?
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Fingerprint Art Glass Magnets Craft Tutorial with VIDEO
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Thumbprint Heart Glass Magnet Crafts and Video Tutorial
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Acorn Marble Necklace DIY Jewelry Tutorial
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Handprint Jewelry Bowl or Ring Dish
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What We’ve Been Up To
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Fingerprint Art Glass Magnets Craft Tutorial with VIDEO
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Earth Day Pledge Ideas for Kids and Adults
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Rose Art Watercolor Painting Project
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Fingerprint Art Necklace Jewelry-Making Tutorial with VIDEO
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